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ATTACKS on ITALY AND THE RUHR

All the aircraft which attacked Northern Italy last night - they
were Whitleys - returned safely to their bases in this country after

completing their 1,500 miles journey. The last time this journey was

made ms on September 28 of last year when objectives in Genoa, raid •
elsewhere were bombed.

On that night there was a moon to help the navigators, last

night there was no moon, but for the greater part of the flight the sky

was fine and clear. The Whitleys passed through the flak and search-

light ■ barrier at the French coast without mishap.and then flew on

steadily south eastwards across France,

They climbed above the snowcovered Alps but as they left the

mountains behind gathering clouds began to blot out much of the ground

over that triangle which is formed, by Turin, Milan to the east, and

Genoa to the south.

Soon our bomb Aimers were seeking their objectives through cloud

gaps. They were helped because the Italians have apparently got tired

of the blackout and were displaying many lights. When our bombs-

dropped the lights went out hurriedly.

Shortly after 2 o’clock the first bombs were dropped and the

Italians were forcibly reminded that Italy as well as Germany must face

Bomber Command's new offensive.

Over Germany last night a strong force of bombers attacked the

Ruhr, where there is by fan the greatest concentnation of industrial

power in the whole of Europe, These industries ferm a closely woven

network of productive plants - coal, coke, gas, steel and heavy

engineering. However much the Germans might wish it, these industries

are incapable of being moved to 'other less vulnerable places.

They are still being worked to the limit of their productive

capacity. Once again last night a. great load of heavy bombs, as veil

as incendianics, were dropped among these closely packed objectives.


